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Common MegaTrainer hints

This ELEX trainer was created with and for the SinglePlayer of the German/European
original version.
Which ELEX cheats are available for which gameversion, is shown in the details of each
cheat. Sometimes are not all cheats available for all game-versions!
So called Premium-Cheats (marked with a hint that you need a special membership
instead of the key combination) are only available if you own the necessary membership
for these cheats.

If the cheats of our ELEX trainer won't work for you in SinglePlayer, please visit our FAQs
or use our support-forum.
ELEX versions in brackets are currently only supported in Premium-Trainers which are
exclusively available for premium-members.

Special hints for the ELEX cheats



Key combination Cheat Details
Alt + F1 Prepare for cheats Description: 961
Alt + F3  +500 Elexit Description: 2810

+10 Attribute Points Description: 2741
+2 Learning Points Description: 1909
Infinite stamina Description: 270
+5 Cold
-5 Cold

 Godmode Description: 8
 Infinite jetpack Description: 1413
 Infinite Mana

Infinite items Description: 2812
One-Hit Kill Description: 1070



Description: 8
This cheat is a classic godmode and makes you immortal, as long as the damage taken does not exceed
your maximum health!

Description: 270
With this cheat you'll get unlimited stamina.

Description: 961
This cheat prepares the game for other cheats. It should be activated first, otherwise the other cheats
won't work properly!

Description: 1070
By the One-Hit-Kill all but you will die with only one hit. So use it carefully to prevent problems like death
followers or death quest-characters!

Description: 1413
Gives you unlimited fuel for your Jetpack!

Description: 1909
Increases your skill points!

Description: 2741
Increase your attribute points by the displayed value.

Description: 2810
This cheat only works within in the inventory and increases your Elexit by the displayed value!

Description: 2812
Use with caution and only when necessary since the items cheat also effects some other elements in the
world, like vendors etc.
Provides you with unlimited items!


